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Abstract. This paper proposes a new mapping method combining GMM
and codebook mapping methods to transform spectral envelope for voice
conversion system. After analyzing overly smoothing problem of GMM
mapping method in detail, we propose to convert the basic spectral enve-
lope by GMM method and convert envelope-subtracted spectral details
by GMM and phone-tied codebook mapping method. Objective evalu-
ations based on performance indices show that the performance of pro-
posed mapping method averagely improves 27.2017% than GMM map-
ping method, and listening tests prove that the proposed method can
effectively reduce over smoothing problem of GMM method while it can
avoid the discontinuity problem of codebook mapping method.

1 Introduction

Starting from speech signal uttered by a speaker, voice conversion aims at trans-
forming the characteristics of the speech signal in such a way that a human
naturally perceives the target speaker’s own characteristics in the transformed
speech[1]. An important task in voice conversion system is to map speech fea-
tures which represent the speaker individuality between source and target speech.
The underlying meaning of mapping is to find the relation between two sets of
multi-dimension vectors.

There are a lot of mapping methods such as codebook mapping[2] [3], Linear
Multivariate Regression (LMR)[8], , Neural Networks[9][10], Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM)[4][5] and Hidden Markov Model (HMM)[11]. Among these map-
ping methods, codebook mapping and GMM methods are two representative
and popular mapping algorithms. Motivated by the fact that the disadvantages
of two methods respectively are overly smoothing and discontinuity, a method
combining GMM and codebook mapping is proposed. This method tries to grasp
the basic spectral envelope using GMM and retain converted spectrum details
using offset codebook mapping method. By this means, the problems of smooth-
ing and discontinuity can be counteracted.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the conventional GMM
mapping methods and then investigates the reason of GMM’s overly smoothing
problem. Section 3 describes the proposed hybrid method combining GMM and



codebook mapping to convert source spectrum. Evaluation and discussions are
given in section 4 while the conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2 ANALYSIS OF GMM MAPPING ALGORITHMS

2.1 GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL

The GMM assumes the probability distribution of the observed parameters takes
the following form:

p(x) =
m∑

i=1

αiN(x;µi, Σi),
m∑

i=1

αi = 1, αi ≥ 0 (1)

where N(x;µi, Σi) denotes the m-dimensional normal distribution with mean
vector µ and covariance matrix Σ, αi is normalized positive scalar weight. The
parameters (α, µ,Σ) can be estimated with the expectation-maximization algo-
rithm.

The parameter of the conversion function is determined by the joint density
of source and target features [5]. The combination of source and target vectors
z = [xT yT ]T is used to estimate GMM parameters (α, µ,Σ). The conversion
function can be yielded using regression:

F (x) =
Q∑

q=1

pq(x)[µY
q + ΣY X

q (ΣXX
q )−1(x− µX

q )] (2)

where pq(x) is the conditional probability of a GMM class q given x:

pq(x) =
αqN(x;µX

q , ΣX
q )

∑Q
p=1 αpN(x;µX

p , ΣX
p )

(3)
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and Q is the number of GMM components. The performance of GMM method
has been proved that it can be as good as or better than other conversion function
implementations. However, the conventional GMM based conversion tends to
generate overly smoothed spectrum [13][7].

2.2 Analysis of overly smoothing problem

In the conventional GMM method, the transforming function includes two parts:
the mean item and correlation item, as shown in Equation (4):

F (x) =
Q∑

q=1

pq(x)µY
q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
mean

+
Q∑

q=1

pq(x) ΣY X
q (ΣXX

q )−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
covariance

(x− µX
q )︸ ︷︷ ︸

offset︸ ︷︷ ︸
correlation

(4)



It can be concluded that the mean item grasps the basic shape of converted
feature while the correlation item try to convert spectral details using the offset
vector ((x− µX

q )). Toda [6] has pointed that the covariance matrices between a
source feature and a target feature is critical to convert speech features contin-
uously In GMM mapping method. However, the correlation is difficult to accu-
rately estimate in particular using full covariance matrices. Chen [7] has point
out the most items in the correlation matrix is nearly zero, thus the converted
features are in fact close to the first item.
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Fig. 1. The top are standard deviations of acoustic feature from target speech, GMM
converted speech and hybrid method converted speech; The bottom are those from
correlated items of target speech, GMM converted speech and hybrid method converted
speech

In this study, standard deviation is employed to describe the smoothing level
of acoustic feature. Figure 1 shows the standard deviations calculated from the
following acoustic features: 1) target speech; 2) GMM converted features 3)
GMM mean items; 4) correlation items of target speech, i.e. acoustic features
from target speech subtracted GMM mean features; 5) GMM correlation items.
It can be observed that standard deviations of GMM converted features are less
than those of target speech, and the smaller standard deviations can indicate



the overly smoothing problem. However, it is worth noting that the standard
deviations of GMM correlation items are distinctly less than those of correlation
items from target speech. Thus it can explain that in GMM methods, the basic
envelope of ideally converted features is remained but the spectral details are
lost.

3 A HYBRID MAPPING METHOD

Based on the analysis of previous section, the overly smmothing problem to
be solved is how to reuse the offset vector (x − µX

q ) and rebuild the missed
spectral details. We will apply this phoneme-tied codebook mapping method to
convert the offset vector in order to recover the spectral details. The procedures
combining GMM and Mapping codebooks are described as:

– Training procedure:
1. GMM training is first carried out.
2. Generating offset codebook entries. For each joint vectors z = [xT yT ]T ,

the offset code words are defined as:

xoffset =
Q∑

q=1

pq(x)(x− µX
q ) (5)

yoffset =
Q∑

q=1

pq(x)(y − µY
q ) (6)

– Converting procedure:
1. Converting input source vector x only using corresponding target mean

vectors:

ŷmean =
Q∑

q=1

pq(x)µY
q (7)

ŷcorr =
Q∑

q=1

pq(x)ΣY X
q (ΣXX

q )−1(x− µX
q ) (8)

2. Converting offset vector using codebook mapping method with phoneme-
tied weighting :

ŷoffset = Foffset(xoffset) (9)

where Foffset is the transforming function obtained by codebook map-
ping method, and xoffset is defined by equation (5);

3. The final converted feature is:

ŷ = ŷmean + (1− λ)ŷcorr + λŷoffset (10)

The smooth converted spectrum is added spectral details using mapping
offset codebook, and the new converted spectrum is shown in Fig.2. From Fig.2,
it can be observed that the converted spectrum is much closer to the target
spectrum than the smooth spectrum and the over smoothing problem is avoided.
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Fig. 2. The target spectrum, converted spectrum by GMM method and converted
spectrum using hybrid mapping method

4 EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

4.1 EXPERIMENT

The corpus used for the experiments was recorded by two female speakers reading
the same text. We use 22050 Hz’s sampling rate and 16 bits per sample to store
the speech data. The corpus has been segmented (manually supervised) into
phonemes. There are 180 sentences which consist of 28037 vectors to train the
transforming function and 12 sentences which consist of 2097 vectors to test
voice conversion system.

Because STRAIGHT (Speech Transformation and Representation using Adap-
tive Interpolation of weighted spectral envelope) algorithm can reproduce high
quality speech from its coefficients and modify duration, F0 and spectral co-
efficients separately in large scale with little degradation to the quality, it is
employed to analyze and synthesize speech signal. In this experiment we utilize
the all-pole model to fit spectral envelope obtained by STRAIGHT, and em-
ploy linear spectral pair (LSP) parameter resulted from all-pole model as the
mapping feature.

The pitch contour is converted using a linear transformation. The converted
pitch f̂t is obtained using:

f̂t = µt +
σt

σs
(fs − µs) (11)

where (µs, σs) and (µt, σt) are the mean and variance of source and target pitch
contours respectively.



4.2 OBJECTIVE EVALUATION

The objective evaluation of mapping algorithms is based on spectral distance
rather than acoustic feature distance. The spectral distance is measured using
Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance:

Dkl(X, Y ) =
∫

X(ω) log(
X(ω)
Y (ω)

)dω (12)

where X(ω) and Y (ω) are two spectral envelopes to be measured. Because the
KL distance has the important property that it emphasizes differences in spec-
tral regions with high energy more than differences in spectral regions with low
energy, spectral peaks are emphasized more than valleys between the peaks and
low frequencies are emphasized more than high frequencies [14].

To compare the performance of voice conversion system, the performance
indices[5] is used in objective evaluation on converted spectral envelope, which
is defined as:

Psd = 1− Dsd(t(n),t̂(n))

Dsd(t(n),s(n))
(13)

Where Dsd(t(n),t̂(n)) is the spectral distance between target speech and converted
speech while Dsd(t(n),s(n)) is the spectral distance between target and source
speech. It is noted that the objective evaluation is performed on spectral envelope
rather than spectral feature.
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Fig. 3. Spectral distance with different λ using training method1

As shown in equation (10), the λ value adjusts the proportion between GMM
method and codebook mapping method in final converted offset vector. The



proposed method is traditional GMM method when λ = 0 , while the offset
vector is entirely converted by codebook mapping method when λ = 1.

The results with various λ using different training method are shown in Fig.3.
From these figures, it is noted that the performance initially improves with the
increase of λ, but then degrades after an optimal λ value, which is about 0.5.
As well-known facts, the converted offset vector by GMM is overly smoothing
while the results from codebook mapping method have so much spectral details
that the converted spectrum is discontinuous. This evaluation indicates that the
smoothing problem and the discontinuous problem can be properly counteracted
with an optimal λ . The hybrid method with the optimal λ averagely improves
27.2017% than GMM mapping method.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new voice conversion method combining the Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM) and codebook mapping method with phoneme-tied
weighting. When transforming spectral features, the basic spectral envelopes
are converted by GMM method and the envelope-subtracted spectral details
are transformed by phone-tied codebook mapping method and GMM method.
Evaluations are performed on speech quality and speaker individuality. All ex-
periments shows that the converted speech using the proposed method both
reduce the over smoothing problem of GMM method and avoid the discontinu-
ity problem in spectrum of codebook mapping method.
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